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Don’t take your methods 

for granted 

• “Fieldwork and labwork is inherently fascinating to 

people who have never done that.” 

• “If you have the opportunity to invite a journalist into 

your space to watch the research happen, do it.” 



Don’t take your methods 

for granted 



“For the past 15 years, 

anatomist Larry Witmer has 

been going through the back 

door of the O'Bleness 

Hospital in Athens, Ohio, 

pushing coolers stuffed with 

dead animals into the CT 

scanning room. He has 

brought in ostriches, slain 

rhinoceroses and rare kiwis. 

Last week, Witmer arrived 

with an 8.5-foot-long (2.6 

meters) Siamese crocodile.” 





Give us stories and 

context 

• “Pitch me a story, not a topic.” 

• “Science is incremental, and the work most 

scientists are doing is incremental, and it's actually 

crucial that it is incremental, because the process 

requires it. But getting news across to readers 

requires giving it a deeper meaning and setting it in 

the big picture.” 



Ask yourself whether your 

results are newsworthy 
• “At the end of the day, newsworthiness has little to do with what 

makes a scientific endeavor worthy. However, scientists and 

journalists work together better if both have a clear sense of what 

each looks for in new research…It’s really a matter of 

remembering that each group has its own audience with its own 

set of interests. Scientists want to understand the processes that 

shape the world; lay audiences want to understand how they fit 

into it.” 
What makes newsworthy science? Depends 

on your audience. By Julia Rosen, AGU’s 

The Plainspoken Scientist blog, 9 Nov. 2015 

http://blogs.agu.org/sciencecommunication/2

015/11/09/what-makes-newsworthy-science-

depends-on-your-audience/ 
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Be patient 

• “Tell them to be patient when journalists ask 

questions, even if they ask the same question a 

couple of times…We are making complex subjects 

understandable to non-scientists, not dumbing it 

down.”  



Remember: journalists 

serve readers, not scientists 

• “Journalists want information out there, and 

scientists also want their findings out there — but 

that doesn't necessarily put us on the same team.” 

• “Even if scientists want to pitch and promote their 

research by reaching out to journalists, they should 

be aware that our role is not to promote their 

agenda, but to inform the public in an objective 

manner.” 



Remember: journalists 

serve readers, not scientists 

• “Scientists can't expect to control the narrative, and 

they can't expect that the narrative will be only about 

The Science ... sociopolitical context will often 

matter as much as scientific context. Some 

scientists seem to think that journalists should be 

‘purists’ about presenting ‘only the science,’ again 

making that mistake about being on the same team.” 



Remember: journalists 

serve readers, not scientists 

• “Please explain that many journalists will refuse to 

run quotes by the scientists or let them read the 

story before it's published. I get that a lot.” 
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ACADEMIC BACKGROUND  



MEDIA EXPERIENCE  



TAKE *EVERY* OPPORTUNITY  



KNOW YOUR STRENGTHS 

 What is your academic background? 
 

 What are your languages? 
 

 What is your communication 

experience? 
 

 Who do you know? 
 

 What can your employer do to help? 
 

 What training can you apply for? 

 

 



IMPOSTER SYNDROME 



IMPOSTER SYNDROME 



 
 
 
 

Is the New Communication Climate 
Good or Bad for the Human-Climate 

Relationship? 



Jack Cook/ whoi.edu 

Water, Water, Everywhere, But…? 

 



Jack Cook/ whoi.edu 

Water, Water, Everywhere, But…? 





  1985                                          1988                                                               



Perhaps earth scientists of the future will 
name this new post-Holocene era for its 
causative element -- for us. We are 
entering an age that might someday be 
referred to as, say, the Anthrocene. After 
all, it is a geological age of our own 
making. The challenge now is to find a 
way to act that will make geologists of 
the future look upon this age as a 
remarkable time, a time in which a 
species began to take into account the 
long-term impact of its actions.  	

j.mp/92warmbook 



2003, North Pole 



     Communication issues 

http://dotearth.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/03/24/vanishing-frogs-climate-and-the-front-page/


j.mp/polarbearproblem 

Communication issues 

 

http://j.mp/polarbearproblem


Communication issues 



 





 

Communication issues 



Different audiences, different meanings 

 



Gavin Schmidt:   
“Here we show” statements are required by Nature and Science to clearly lay out the 
point of the paper. If you don’t include it, they will write it in. The 
caveats/uncertainties/issues all come later. I think the confusion is more cultural than 
anything. No one at Nature or Science or any of the authors in any subject think that 
uncertainties are zero, but they require a clear statement of the point of the paper within 
their house style. 
, Real Climate blogger: 

Here we show that human-induced increases in greenhouse gases have contributed to 
the observed intensification of heavy precipitation events found over approximately 
two-thirds of data-covered parts of Northern Hemisphere land areas. 



At the tail end of the full paper, capping a paragraph about a weak spot in the analysis 
— that the observed trend in extreme precipitation events exceeds what is produced 
by various climate models — comes a sentence about uncertainties: 
 
There are, however, uncertainties related to observational limitations, missing or 
uncertain external forcing and model performance. 



IPCC to its authors 

 



j.mp/wmorevkin 

 



 

Communication opportunities 



Greg Asner, Carnegie Inst. 

Communication opportunities 



Communication opportunities 



Communication opportunities 



Making Heat Visible: Promoting Energy Conservation 
Behaviors Through Thermal Imaging, Goodhew et al., 
Environment & Behavior 2015, Vol. 47(10) 

edf.org 

Communication opportunities 



 

Communication opportunities 

j.mp/quakebuild 



Communication opportunities 

 



Communication opportunities 

 

j.mp/nejmobesity 



Escape from the “Nerd Loop” 

Randy Olson @abtagenda 



Social media… 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MxrWuE5qC5c&index=11&list=UUcKuvVKN-WDQ_PwoVuQ1ImQ


# 



# 



Noise 

                                                    #ENVIROED 
       #IAMASCIENTISTBECAUSE  
                           #MANTHROPOCENE  
              
                                          #FARMHACK 
       #PACECORAL  
                                                     #EGU16 
                                                         



Signal 

                                                    #ENVIROED 
       #IAMASCIENTISTBECAUSE  
                           #MANTHROPOCENE  
              
                                          #FARMHACK 
       #PACECORAL  
                                                     #EGU16   
                                                         



#iamascientistbecause 

 





 

 

@asteroidwatch 

Be the Signal 



 

    @keeling_curve 

Be the Signal 



Isaac Frescia j.mp/ivorywcs 

http://dotearth.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/11/26/a-facebook-chat-on-the-plight-of-rare-wildlife-with-a-twist/?_r=0


No more gatekeeper 



No more gatekeeper 

 



 



 

https://theconversation.com/move-over-iceland-tavurvur-in-papua-new-guinea-is-the-volcano-to-watch-31130


 



Adam Nieman 

Showing             Telling 



Jack Cook/ whoi.edu 

Water, Water, Everywhere, But…? 



 





 

http://youtu.be/cBdxDFpDp_k?t=1m2s


Crossing Boundaries 

 

         @USGSjwp 



 

Consequences of twenty-first-century policy for multi-millennial climate and sea-level 
change – Clark et al. Nature Climate Change, 2/16/16 



 
 
 

         Sea level for the last 10,000 years                         Choose a sea level for the next 10,000 years 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                             Sea levels for four emissions tracks. 
                                                                                

Highest is 50 meters above today. 
 
                                               
 
   
 
 
 

Consequences of twenty-first-century policy for multi-millennial climate and sea-level 
change – Clark et al. Nature Climate Change, 2/16/16 



Popes & ‘Destiny Studies’ 

 

j.mp/dotvatican 



The Virtues of “Mundane Science” 

Avoidance of the mundane sphere has been a continuing 
characteristic of modern science, without prejudice to particular 
disciplines…. 

 

[A]gricultural scientists valorized the high-tech green revolution 
agriculture and ignored low-tech, native systems of managing 
forests and fields; health experts pursued “exotic” diseases (like 
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome [SARS]) while ignoring 
ubiquitous problems like infant diarrhea and indoor air 
pollution…. 

 Science, Society and the Environment : Applying Anthropology and 
Physics to Sustainability / Michael R. Dove and Daniel M. Kammen 



Futureearth.info 








